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Abstract 

Entrepreneurship is something that can not disconnect in our everyday lives, including in education. 

Entrepreneurs have started from schools to the University. Ciputra University has started a program 

Entrepreneur. The program Entrepreneur in Ciputra University to provide specialized subjects ranging 

Entrepreneur in firs to five semesters. Entrepreneurs mindset also include in other subjects course to maintain 

what has been gained student during the first to five semesters can still be applied. In specially,  in engineering 

faculty, information multimedia technology department that has subjects Network Security Administrator 

(NSA) course. This course gives students the competencies of network security concepts. This concept must be 

deliver to student to make them understand. However, through my observation interest and enthusiasm of 

students for this course need to be improved. 

From these given problems, researcher use action class research. Researcher decide to implemented problem 

based solving and for create the mindset of entrepreneurs, researcher push them to make proposal about network 

security tools that they get from the internet. It is expected to provide an opportunity for students to be able to 

think that the NSA courses can also be made to entrepreneurial.  

The process this action class research was divided into two steps. The first steps gives independent assignment 

to the students to summarize next material. At the next meeting I check the understanding student by given an 

oral test. The second steps researchers provide a challenge to the students to find hacking tools then presented in 

class on midterm and implement it through case study in accordance with the tools that they get. 

The results of this study is illustrate that students are most motivated to understanding the concept of network 

security and creating a proposal. And at the last they realized that network security is important and this course 

could be made as opportunity for entrepreneurs. Since today, in Indonesia is still rare companies that have core 

business in data security. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1. Ciputra University 

Ciputra university is one of private university in Surabaya, Indonesia and was establish by 

Ciputra family. Ciputra university is located in UC Town, Citraland, Surabaya, East Java, Indonesia 

which is develop by Ciputra Group. In the years 2006, Ciputra education foundation that role Ciputra 

U��������� ��� � �� ���� !�"#$����% &'��� ��� International Business Management (IBM), 

(�����������$ )#������ *""�#����+ (IBA), International Hotel and Tourism 

)#������ (IHTB), Culinary Business (CB), Visual Communication Design (VCD), Interior 

*�"'���"�#�� (INA), Information and Multimedia Technology (IMT), Business Information 

S����,� (BIS), "Fashion and Design Business" (FDB), "Integrated Psychology and 

E���� ����#��'� - ./S01% 

1.2. Information and Multimedia Technolog 

IMT is one of department in Engineering faculty, the other is Business Information. This 

department is build to answer the need technopreneurs that can develop application in information 

and multimedia technology.  

1.3. Student IMT 

The subject in this research are student year 2011 in six semester.  

2. Literature Study 

2.1. The commercialization process 

The commercialization process is not linear.  This mean the process could moves like the balls in 

pitchball machine (Allen, 2010). This action can move in one direction until it hits a snag, then 

bouncing off in another direction. The commercialization process can be seen in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 1. The Commercialization Process 
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2.2. IMT Curiculum  

IMT curriculum support entrepreneur course begin in first semester to five semester. Detail 

curriculum can be seen in Fig. 2.  

Fig. 2. IMT Curriculum 

The position of Network Security Administrator (NSA) is in six semester, which the student is in 

third years (advance development). In Fig. 2, we can see that after student got the last entrepreneur 

five, they took NSA. This mean the student had good knowledge about entrepreneurship. 

2.3. Personal attribute of Entrepreneur 

U.S department of State/Bureau of international Information program said that there are no 

definitive profile someone can be an entrepreneur. However, there are some attribute that most 

successful entrepreneur have it. The attribute are creativity, dedication, determination, flexibility, 

leadership, passion, self-confidence, and “smarts.” (Entrepreneurship, 1950) 

Creativity is the spark that drives the development of new products or services or ways to do 

business. It is the push for innovation and improvement. It is continuous learning, questioning, and 

thinking outside of prescribed formulas. 

Dedication is what motivates the entrepreneur to  work hard, 12 hours a day or more, even seven 

days a week, especially in the beginning, to get the endeavor off the ground. Planning and ideas must 

be joined by hard work to succeed. Dedication makes it happen. 
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Determination is the extremely strong desire to achieve success. It includes persistence and the 

ability to bounce back after rough times. It persuades the entrepreneur to make the 10th phone call, 

after nine have yielded nothing. For the true entrepreneur, money is not the motivation. Success is 

the motivator; money is the reward.  

Flexibility is the ability to move quickly in response  to changing market needs. It is being true to 

a dream while also being mindful of market realities. A story is told about an entrepreneur who 

started a fancy shop selling only French pastries. But customers wanted to buy muffins as well. 

Rather than risking the loss of these customers, the entrepreneur modified her vision to 

accommodate these needs.  

Leadership is the ability to create rules and to set goals. It is the capacity to follow through to see 

that rules are followed and goals are accomplished. 

Passion is what gets entrepreneurs started and  keeps them there. It gives entrepreneurs the ability 

to convince others to believe in their vision. It can’t substitute for planning, but it will help them to 

stay focused and to get others to look at their plans. 

Self-confidence comes from thorough planning, which reduces uncertainty and the level of risk. It 

also comes from expertise. Self-confidence gives the entrepreneur the ability to listen without being 

easily swayed or intimidated. 

2.4. Problem based learning 

As Frank (2008) and DeSimone (2009) talked about pieces of the problem-based lessons that 

they taught before actually getting into the problem-based lessons. Frank taught how to work in 

groups and why it was important while DeSimone taught all of the steps of the problem-based lesson 

before actually teaching one.  (Kohlhaas, 2011) 

In every step that researcher done, the researcher use Kurt Lewin model for the guidance. He said 

there are four komponen to conduct action research. The four component are planning, acting, 

observing, and reflecting. The illustration model Kurt Lewin can be seen in Fig. 3. The four element 

must continues done to get the expected result.  

Planning

ObservingReflecting

Acting

Fig. 3. Classroom Action Research Kurt Lewin 
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3. Method 

Researcher use action class research to deal with this problem. The method that researcher use is 

problem-based learning (PBL). (Kohlhaas, 2011) 

Before the researcher conduct the action class research, all student in the class should make 

group of three freely. This action class research was divided into two steps. The first steps gives 

independent assignment to the students to summarize next material. At the next meeting I check the 

understanding student by given an oral test. The second steps researchers provide a challenge to the 

students to find hacking tools then presented in class on midterm and implement it through case 

study in accordance with the tools that they get.  Each step can be seen in Fig. 4and Fig. 5. 

 

2reparing Next Material

For weekly assignment

(summarize)

2reparation Checking

Check Last Week assigment

Give Feedback on the class

3ntil Week 12

Fig. 4. First Step in Action Class Research 

Mid Exam Final exam

The Student search tools

Network Security and make

proposal about it then

presented

4ontinues Project

The week 12, all proposal

must submit and review

At the end presentation, they

get challenge to

implemented 2 of 6

programs that reviews

1

2

3

They must make proposal

about :

What program they want use

The process installation

Make scenario how to use

the program

Make conclusion about what

they has conduct

The week 13 and 14 (last

week) they can make the

project and discussion

1

2

 

Fig. 5. Second Step in Action Class Research 

4. Discussion and Analysis  

This research was conduct in week 3 until week 14. The result for the first step was the 

enthusiasm student increase. This was could be recognized form the observation that after all student 

made their own summary, they give attention in class. However, several student around five students 

still do not pay attention in class although they made summaries. Beside from the summaries, the 

student interest show in oral test every beginning the lecturer. The treatment for the student that do 

not pay attention was using personal treatment, by interviewing the and give motivation. 
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The result step two was the achievement from the student in mid exam and final exam. In mid 

exam, all students participate in group presentation. Every group could achieve around five until six 

programs. They known how the program works and willing take the challenge to make real solution 

security project.  

At the week twelve, around 10 out of 13 submit the proposal, while the three submit late. The 

result the proposal  was the lack of format in proposal also the content need to improve. The 

proposal I gave back to them include the feedback. The feedback proposal just for guidance to make 

good final report in final exam.  

Mindset entrepreneur can be seen from proposal and final report. The mindset that I mean in this 

research is creativity. The result from making proposal, creativity student need to be improve. It 

different from the final that has already much better. From this can be trace the group who can 

produce good proposal. The team that can make good proposal has shown good creativity in 

selecting software and implemented in real study. 

The categories range value in IMT department can be seen in Table  1. In the mid exam all 

student had great point from 39 student,  77% got A- and 23% got B+. While in final exam, the 

result has more variation, 10% got A, 21 % got A-, 33% got B+, 28% got B, 5% got B- and 3% got 

D. This is because from presentation, the researcher ask each member in detail about their project, 

the result not all member of the group can answer the question very well.   

Table  1 Range point 

No. Low Bound High Bound Grade GPA 

1 85 100 A 4 

2 80 84.99 A- 3.75 

3 75 79.99 B+ 3.5 

4 70 74.99 B 3 

5 65 69.99 B- 2.75 

6 60 64.99 C+ 2.5 

7 55 59.99 C 2 

8 45 54.99 D 1 

9 0 44.99 E 0 

5. Conclusion  

To summarize this research, researcher found that using problem-based learning did help to open 

student mindset about entrepreneur outside entrepreneur course. The student could receive more 

valuable experience by doing problem solving which they must search tools, making proposal about 

network security, and implemented in real scenario. And the final conclusion, I want to emphasis 

that through non entrepreneur course, there always opportunity for entrepreneurial.  
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